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41. i've had a few difficulties using google math tools.
for example, how to create a problem from scratch? i
know i can import a problem, but i also need to put it
into a system of equations. also, how can i calculate
the derivative? i know that the formula is x' = d/dx,
but i don't know how to take the derivative of this

piece of code. please help me view more 35. i need a
math teacher who would help me in solving math
problems. i have difficulty in understanding math

concepts as i am not..t my school. i need help with
algebra problems. if you can, please send me some

tips of how to solve such problems. thanks view more
32. there is a question in my math book that i have

been having problems with for..r it is. if you can
answer it, i'd appreciate it! the question is, if the
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perimeter of a circle is 3m and a line segment is
bisected by the circle such that the two.ff. you can
view it on the book's site at thanks view more 30. i
have a question, i'm not sure if it's related to math,

but i'll try my best to explain it. i'm currently in grade
7, and i'm taking english. recently, we had a test, and
i got a question wrong, and it was very easy to get,

but i cannot remember the answer. i'm not sure if it's
math, or spelling. the question is: "what is the highest

rating a company can get on yelp?" view more 69.
hello, i'm looking for a very experienced math tutor
for my 7th grade daughter who is taking calculus

ii..port at this point. i am looking for a math tutor who
is more focused on the explanations and not just the

problems. i would prefer someone with some
experience in math. it doesn't have to be calculus,

just math in general. i have spent a lot of money on
math tutors over the years and i would like to know
that i'm getting my money's worth. i am looking to
keep the costs down and would like someone who
can handle a lot of tutoring, but also needs time to
review with me. i have decided to take on a foreign
exchange student which will add about 2 hours per
day to my daughter's schedule, so i would like to

make sure that the tutor is flexible with that. i am a
stay at home mother who goes to work from 7:30am

to 6:00pm and my daughter goes to school from
8:30am to 5:00pm. we live in quincy, ma. i would like
to start next week, but since i don't know how much i
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will need, i would like to know if there is a "minimum
hours of tutoring" that i can pay for or if i should put a

"suggested" minimum. i would also like to know if
there is a "suggested" minimum for the weeks i am in

the us. thank you. view more
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